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Elrick Fundamentals Bass Strings 

Developed over several years in collaboration with acclaimed string designer Les O' 
Connor, Elrick Strings have been engineered to deliver piano like attack, clear and ar-
ticulate with strong fundamentals. 

Manufactured in the USA using the highest quality wire supplied by US manufacturers 
providing MIL spec components to the aerospace industry.  Precision wound on com-
puter controlled machines, core wire tension is precision controlled from string to string, 
wrap to wrap providing greater consistency and brightness with specific tension engi-
neered for each core and wrap.  Each string has been engineered for reliable intona-
tion, balanced tension from string to string and dynamic, balanced frequency respon-
siveness from low to high.  The Elrick Strings formula incorporates a heavier core wire 
with thicker inner wrap wires and thinner outer wraps.  A heavier hexagonal core pro-
vides a solid foundation for the outer wraps as well as more resonance and a stronger 
fundamental, while heavier inner wraps combined with thinner outer wrap wire provides 
a smoother feel and less finger noise. 

Elrick Strings are not re-packaged "private label" strings and are not available from any 
other manufacturer or packaged as any other brand!   

Nickel Sets 

Med. Light 4  .045 .065 .080 .100    $29 
Medium 4  .045 .065 .085 .105    $29 
Big Boy 4  .050 .070 .090 .110    $29 
Med. Light 5  .045 .065 .080 .100 .125t   $36 
Medium  5  .045 .065 .085 .105 .130t   $36  
Big Boy 5  .050 .070 .090 .110 .130t   $36  
Single strings   .035 / .030 / .025     $7.50  

Stainless Sets 

Med. Light 4  .045 .065 .080 .100    $29 
Medium 4  .045 .065 .085 .105    $29  
Big Boy 4  .050 .070 .090 .110    $29  
Med. Light 5  .045 .065 .080 .100 .125t   $36 
Medium  5  .045 .065 .085 .105 .130t   $36  
Big Boy 5  .050 .070 .090 .110 .130t   $36  
Single strings   .035 / .030 / .025     $7.50 
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